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An equation of motion is derived for the population of two-level systems in a strong field with 
amplitude and frequency that vary arbitrarily with time. Exact solutions of the equation for an 
arbitrary amplitude envelope of the field are obtained in the case of equal relaxation times when the 
field and transition frequencies are identical. Exact solutions are found for a number of envelopes of 
particular shape in the case of unequal times. 

LNTRODUCTION 

The interaction of a two-level system with a mono
chromatic resonant field has by now been investigated 
quite fully. Among the problems studied are saturation 
of strong-field absorption in the stationary regime [ 1J 1), 
periodic oscillations of the transition probabilities (in 
systems without relaxation) with frequency determined 
by the field amplitude [3J, the interaction of a relaxing 
system with a weak field in the presence of a strong 
monochromatic field [4-6J, nonlinear polarizability of 
matter in resonant absorption[7,8J and the self-focusing 
associated with it [9J, nonlinear susceptibility in an in- , 
homogeneously-broadened line [10J, etc. 

There have been much fewer investigations of the 
interaction of a two-level system with a strong mono
chromatic field, the amplitude and frequency of which 
vary arbitrarily with time. At the same time, this is a 
timely question for many problems, e.g., the interaction 
of ultrashort pulses with a nonlinear resonant absorber 
or amplifier in a laser, the change in the line shape in 
the field of strong spontaneous emission, the theory of 
nonlinear susceptibility due to resonant nonstationary 
absorption and of the corresponding self-action of the 
light, the measurement of the relaxation characteristics 
of transitions of the nonstationary-field parameters, etc. 
With rare exceptions, there are no exact results in this 
region. From among the exact results we can point to 
the solutions (see [11, 12J) that describe the behavior of 
the populations of an idealized two-level system without 
relaxation, in the presence of a field that is arbitrarily 
amplitude-modulated at exact frequency resonance. In 
essence, a field of this type is also one of the results [4J 
in which relaxation (with equal times) is taken into ac
count, but zero population in the system is assumed in 
the absence of the field. Equations for the density matrix 
in the case of a nonmonochromatic field were apparently 
obtained for the first time in [1.3, 14J. Investigations of the 
behavior of quantum systems in strong spontaneous fields 
with a wide s~ectrum have been recently initiated, both 
experimental 15J, including self-action effects[16J, and 
theoretical [17-19J • In [l7J, in particular, they consider an 
"empty" system (there is no population for the working 
transition) characterized only by. a transverse relaxation 
time, and the time variation of the field is simulated by 
segments of an oscillation whose parameters (amplitude, 
frequency, phase) remain constant inside each segment 
and vary from segment to segment; the results do not 
make it possible to describe the population relaxation. 
Attempt to construct a solution with the aid of perturba
tion theory[20J or its modifications [18J lead to iteration 
series that converge only at field powers lower than a 
certain critical value. 
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The purpose of the present paper is the development 
of an exact theory of the behavior of a relaxing two-Iavel 
system with nonzero equilibrium population in a strong 
monochromatic field, the magnitude and rate of whose 
parameters (amplitudes and frequencies) can be arbi
trary in comparison with the relaxation times. It is 
shown (Sec. 1) that from the known equations for the 
density matrix it is possible to obtain, for the population 
difference, by "truncation," a third-order differential 
equation with variable coefficients that are determined 
by the instantaneous values of the frequency and ampli
tude of the field. In most cases of physical interest it is 
possible to obtain a solution for this equation. 

In particular, at exact frequency resonance and at an 
arbitrary field-envelope amplitude, the obtained equation 
reduces to a second order equation, the exact solution of 
which for different types of envelopes are given in Sec. 2 
(case of equal relaxation times) and in Sec. 3 (case of 
unequal times). 

1. EQUATION OF MOTION 
1. The kinetic equations for the density-matrix ele

ments uik of a two-level system having molecules with a 
dipole moment and interacting with an electric field E(t) 
can be written in the form (see, e,g., [11J) 

1i+(n-no)h:~2idE(t) (O,,-OIZ) Iii, 

0,,+ (i(i)o+1IT) 0" ~idE (t)nlli, (1.1) 

where n is the population difference between the ground 
and excited levels (per molecule), no is the equilibrium 
population difference at a given temperature in the ab
sence of the field, T and T are respectively the trans
verse and longitudinal relaxation times, and Wo is the 
transition probability, Equations (1.1) were obtained 
under the usual assumption that the interaction is weak: 

I Viii I «(i)o, V(t)~-dE(t), . (1.2) 

where V(t) is the energy of the interaction of the mole
cule with the field. It is assumed, in addition, that the 
molecules and the field are linearly polarized. The field 
E(t) is assumed to be a given function of the time. We 
are interested here only in the ease of a quasiresonant 
field, i.e., we assume that the field frequency w(t) and 
the width of the spectrum L1w satisfy the following condi
tions (besides the condition that the system be narrow
band): 

(1.3) 

(no limitations are imposed, however, on the ratio of the 
spectrum width L1w to the width liT of the resonance line 
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of the mediwn). The field can therefore be represented 
in the form 

E(t)~R(t) cos [w,H<p(t)], ~=v(t)~w(t)-wo, 

where, by virtue of the condition (1.3), the amplitude 
R(t) and the instantaneous frequency detuning v(t) are 
slow functions of the time in comparison with cos wot. 

2. We derive the equation of motion for the population 
difference n(t). We first renormalize Eq. (1.1), putting 

x(t) =n (t) In.,, y=2ia21 (t) ei'oiln, 

A=dE(t)IIi~-Viii, r=dRlli, a=reiw. 
(1.4) 

The relative field A and its amplitude r have now the 
dimension of frequency. This has a direct physical 
meaning; for example, in definite cases r(t) is exactly 
equal to the frequency of the population oscillations (see 
Sec. 2). We have introduced also the "slow" function y 
instead of the high-frequency off-diagonal elemept 0'21' 

Representing now A(t) in the form A(t) = % [a(t)e1wot 

+ c.c.] (a(t) is a "slow" function by virtue of condition 
(1.3), and expressing (1.1) in terms of the notation in 
(1.4), we follow the usual "truncation" procedure, i.e., 
we retain in the equations only the slow terms and dis
card all the rapidly-varying ones; this is possible be
cause of the conditions (1.2) and (1.3). As a result we 
obtain the following system of equations: 

D, (x-1) ='/2 (ay+a'y') , (1.5) 
Dr(y) ~-xa', (1.6) 

where :OT and :OT are linear differential operators: 

~d ~ d (1 1) 
D,~ at +1\" DT= at +l\T 1\,= -:;-' 6T~ T . 

An equation for x(t) only can now be obtained, for ex
ample, in the following manner. Applying the operator 
DT to both sides of (1.5) and transforming then the right
hand side with allowance for Eq. (1.6) and for the defini
tion (1.4) of a, we get 

DT[D, (x-1)] ='/2 (ayH'y') -r'x. 

Performing the same operation on (1.7), we obtain 

D,.'[D, (x-i) ] ='/. (iiy+u'y') -rfx-Dr(r'x) 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

Eliminating now y and y* from the system of equations 
(1.5), (1.7) and (1.8), we obtain an equation for x(t) only, 
whence, with allowance for the definition (1.4) of a, we 
obtain ultimately after a nwnber of transformations 

r A { r [ 1 A (1 A ) ]}' A -Dr - -DT -D,(x-1) +x +D,(x-1)=O. 
V ,'V r r ,i 

(1.9) 

This is a linear inhomogeneous third-order equation 
with variable coefficients, but in individual cases it can 
degenerate into an equation of lower order. For example, 
in the absence of a field (r == 0), Eq. (1.9) reduces to a 
first-order equation: 

D,(x-1) =0. (1.10) 

3. An important particular case that lends itself to a 
most detailed investigation is that of an arbitrary enve
lope of the field envelope at exact frequency resonance 
(v == 0). Then (1.9) reduces to the second-order equation 

1 A [ 1 A ] 

-;:(j)DT r(t) D, (x-i) +x=O. (1.11) 

The initial conditions for (1.11), corresponding to the 
fact that at ~, the instant when the field is turned on, the 
population has the equilibrium value (n(to) = no) and the 
polarization is equal to zero (0'21 = 0'l.2 = 0), which is the 
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most typical ~ituation, are given by the equations 

x(t,) =1, i(t,)~Q. (1,12) 

We consider now the main particular cases, when exact 
solutions of (1.11) can be obtained. 

2. ARBITRARY FIELD AMPLITUDE ENVELOPE AT 
EXACT FREQUENCY RESONANCE (v = 0). 
CASE OF EQUAL RELAXATION TIMES (T = T) 

At equal relaxation times, Eq. (1.11) can be integra
ted for an arbitrary form of r(t). At T =, T, putting 61 
= 6 T = 6 and introducing a new unknown v = (x - 1)e6 and 
a new independent variable ~ = J rdt, we reduce (1.11) 
to the form 

(2.1) 

where e6t must be expressed in terms of ~. Solving this 
equation and returning to x, we have 

x=u-' (sin ~ J sin S du+cos ~ J cos s dU), u=e". (2.2) 

The initial conditions (1.12) correspond to the solution 

x=l\u-' [ sin S J u sin 6 dH cos S' (S u cos 6 dHu (t,,) 16 )], s= S rdt, 
i. i. t. (2.3) 

where to is the instant when the field is turned on. 

Let us consider a few prinCipal cases when the integ
rals in (2.3) can be calculated in final form. 

1, There is no relaxation (liT = 1/r == 6 = 0). From 
(2.3) we have: 

x= cos (S rdt ) 
t, 

(2.4) 

meaning undamped population oscillations with an instan
taneous frequency equal to the relative field amplitude 
r(t); this corresponds to the result of [11] (or to the re
sult of[3] at r = const). 

2. Abrupt step (r = 0 at t < 0 and r = ro at t 2!: 0). It 
follows from (2.3) that 

1 r. 
X= 1+k,[1+ke-"(sinr,Hkcosr.t)], k=(;, (2.5) 

i.e., x(t) represents oscillating relaxation to a new 
equilibriwn value Xsat = 1/(1 + k2); the ratio rV6 2 deter
mines both the saturation of the system and the oscilla
tion intensity, viz., at r~ »0 2 the amplitude of the os
cillations at the start of the relaxation process is close 
to unity (Fig. la). 

x=[He-"(Hk sin s-coss) ]/(Hk'), k=~r,ll\, (2.6) 

where ~ = kIn (1 + eot). Comparing this expression with 
(2.5) we see that at equal saturation the oscillations are 
already smaller here, owing to the presence of a finite 
time within which the field is turned on (~T); at r~ »02 

their maximum amplitude is ~2/31T (Fig. 1b). 

At q = 2 (more gently sloping step) we have 

1 {1 - } x= 1+k' 1+ u(H4k') [3k(2kl'u- sin~) +(2k'-1) (1- cos~)] , 

(2.7) 

where k = ro/6, u = eot, ~ = 2k In (1 +.Jii). The oscilla
tions are even smaller, and their maximwn at r~ »02 

is ~2/(31T)2 (Fig. 1c). Naturally, the amplitude of the 
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FIG. I. Relaxation of the population in a field having the form of 
an abrupt (a) or smooth (b, c) step. 

oscillations in the relaxation process decreases with 
increasing q, i.e., with increasing time required to turn 
on the field. 

4. Radiation pulse with fixed duration t. ~ T and 

arbitrary amplitude: r = ro cosh (0 ). From (2.3) we 
obtain as to - -00 (the field increases from zero) 

k -,,{ 1 cos ~ . ( [ . ( . ( ) I X= e ------sJn k-~) Cl k-~)-Cl k 
k-s k .. (2.8) 

+cos(k-~) [si(k-~)-si(k) I}, k=4r,/6, 

where ~ = %k(l + tanh (ot;2)}, and siW and ciW are the 
integral sine and cosine: 

• sinz II cosz si (~) = I -z-dz, ci (~) = -z - dz. (2.9) 

where 
r, 

6= 6g"[th g(e"-1)+th gl, 

ro ro 
p,=.-(l-thg), p,=-(1+thg). 

ug 6g 

The case of greatest interest is that of a high-power 
short pulse, when strong oscillations can be observed. 
Their number during the time of the pulse is given by 
(2,10), so that to excite them we must satisfy here the 
condition P2 > 211 or else, if g » 1, the condition ro 
> m5g. Let us trace, starting with the solution (2.12), 
the evolution of the behavior of the system with increas
ing amplitude ro of a pulse of fixed duration t.tp « T 

(Fig. 2). The first oscillations appear at ro > 110g and it 
turns out that during the pulse the motion of the popula
tion obeys approximately the relation (2.4); the system 
behaves as if there were no relaxation, On the other 
hand, after the end of the field pulse the population re
·laxes exponentially to the stationary state x = 1 in ac
cordance with (1.10); the initial value of the exponential 
is the value of the population reached in the system at 
the end of the pulse, i.e., in this case x Rj 1 
-[l-cos(~oo - ~_oo)]e-ot. Thus, if the pulse is short 
enough, then the oscillation amplitude is large (~1) and 
the relaxation tail that follows the pulse is a periodic 
function of the field integral (2.10). 

With further increase of the amplitude ro, the oscil
lations have time to attenuate during the time of the 
pulse (Fig. 2). This occurs at ro/O ?: cosh2g ~ cosh2 

Ot.tn. This spells out the condition for the "shortness" 
of the pulse, a condition necessary for the excitation of 
the oscillations during the entire pulse, followed by a 
tail that depends periodically on the field integral: 

(Ilt p ) .. 1"" IM,(r=6) -M,(r=6) I4:T, (2.13) 

where (t.~)sat is the duration pulse at the level of the 
saturation intensity (i.e., at the level r = 0), and not at 
half intensity. 

6. Exponential field pulses: r = roexp (OEt). Here 0E 
is the specified field increment (or decrement). From 
(2.2) we have 

x=l-s-'[I,(s) +C,sin6+C,COS61, (2.14) 

where ~ = roeoEt/oE' q = O/OE' and we have introduced 
the function Iq (~ ) 

The number of oscillations during the entire time of 1,(6) =sin S I 6' cos s d6-COS sIs' sin S ds, 
action of the pulse is 

(2.15) 

1 - which satisfies the recurrence formula 
N=Z; I Irldt. (2.10) 

In this case we have N = 2ro/01T and to observe at least 
one pulsation it is necessary to satisfy the condition ro 
> 01T;2, 

5. Radiation pulse of arbitrary duration and ampli
tude: 

ret) =r,e"/ch'[g(e"-1) I. (2.11) 
The pulse duration is specified by the value of g; in par
ticular, when g » 1 we have r Rj ro/cosh2 (gOt), i.e., 
formula (2.11) yields in this case an ultrashort pulse of 
duration t.~ ~ 2T/g « T at approximately half the in
tensity level. The exact solution of (2.3), corresponding 
to the pulse (2.11) as to - -00, is 
X= (2ge") -'{sin(s+p,) [si(6+pd -si(p,) l+cos(s+P,) [ci(s+p,) -ci(p,) 1 

-sin(p,-s) [si(p,-s) -si(p,) I-cos (p'-s) [ci(p'-6) -ci(p,) ]}, 
(2.12) 
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FIG. 2. Relaxation of the population in the field of a short pulse 
(Atmin« 1/6). 
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(2.16) 

We see therefore that the solution (2.14) can be ex
pressed in terms of a finite power series in ~ (as well 
as sin ~ or cos ~) when q is an integer and positive, in 
terms of the integral sine and cosine functions when q 
is an integer and negative, and in terms of Fresnel in
tegrals when q is a half-integer. For example, at 15E 
= 15 (q = 1) we have x = (sin ~ )/~ (Fig. 3b, to - -00), at 
15E = 215 (q = 1;2) we have 

x~l'lt/2s[sinsS(s)+cossC(s) ] 

(Fig. 3a, t - - 00), where S( 0 and C( 0 are Fresnel in
tegrals (see (2.18) below», and at 15E = -15 (q = -1) we 
have 

x~i-S{sins[d (s) -ci (so) ]-cosS[si(s) -si(so) n, 
where ~ 0 = ~ (to). Figure 3 shows also the cases 15 E = 15;2 
(x = (sin(~/2»2/(~/2)2, q = 2) and 15E = 6/3 (q = 3, 
x = 6(1 - sin ~/O/e). An analysis of the relaxation 
under the influence of short decreasing or increasing 
pulses (16EI :::;;:. 6) leads to the same results as in Sub
sec. 5. 

7. Passage of field amplitude through zero with arbi
trary value of the derivative at zero: r = roe15t (e6t - 1). 
The solution of (2.3) under the initial conditions (1.12) 
and as to - - 00 yields (Fig. 4a) 

x~e-"I ¥lt6lro I {sins[S( I ro/26 I ) +sign(t)8(s) ]+coss[C( I ro/26 I ) (2 17) 
+sign(t)C(s) n, s~ 1ro/26 I (eO/-i)', • 

where sign(t) is equal to t/ltl at t f. 0 and to zero at t = 0, 
while S(~) and C(~) are the Fresnel integrals 

1 slsinz 
S(s)~ (21t) 'I. ~dz, 

o 

Thus, if the field amplitude reverses sign rapidly 

(2.18) 

(Irl :::;;:. 62 at r = 0), assuming large values on both sides 
of zero (r2 :::;;:. 62), then the population has no time to re
turn to the equilibrium value x = 1, and rather strong 
oscillations develop, the amplitude of which at the first 
instance after paSSing through zero is 

am - (2ltl I ro Il 'I, =6 (2ltl I fll 'I. I ,~o, (2.19) 

after which it decreases like ~e-6t. At the point where 
the field amplitude passes through zero (t = 0) we have 
for r~ :::;;:. 152 

x(t=O) _f/, I tlt6/ro I ~ am/21'2, 1: (t=0) -6, 

£(t=0)--l ro6/21· 
(2.20) 

It can be shown that the values of am' x, X, and x are de
termined by the same formulas for any function r(t) that 
behaves in analogous fashion near zero. InCidentally, for 

x x b 

r_e 8f 

," ~ ~~~ 
FIG. 3. Relaxation of population in an exponentially growing field. 
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FIG. 4. Population re
laxation when the field 
passes through zero (a) 
and evolution of the re
laxation when the rate of 
growth of the field at zero 
is varied (b). 

~t 
b 

the function r = roe6t (e15t -1), if the field is turned on 
not at to - -00 but at to = 0, i.e., the field starts with 
zero and never reverses sign, then the form of the re
laxation changes: 

x=e-"{ I Ylt6/ro I [sinsS(6) +cossc(6) ] +coss}. (2.21) 

Here the amplitude of the oscillations is initially close 
to unity at r~ :::;;:. 62• 

8. Amplitude varies monotonically and reverses sign: 
r = rosinh 215t. If the field is turned on at to - -00, then 
the initial condition should be chosen to be x - 0 as 
t - -00 instead of (1.12). Calculating the solution (2.2) 
under this condition, we obtain (see Fig. 4b) 

x=e-O/IYnI2kl {sin (ksh'6t) ['/,+sign(t)8(ksh'IIt)] 
+cos(ksh'6t) [1/,+sign(t)C(ksh'6t) ]+sin(kch'6t) [8 (kch'6t) -'I,] (2.22) 

+cos (kch'6t) [C(kch'6t)-I/.n, k~lro/61; 

the amplitudes of the oscillations at k2 :::;;:. 1 and the 
values of x, X, and x at t = 0 are given in (2.19) and 
(2.20). 

9. Periodic modulation of the amplitude is discussed 
in Sec. 3, Subsec. 5. 

3. AMPLITUDE MODULATION OF THE FIELD AT 
EXACT FREQUENCY RESONANCE (v == 0). 
CASE OF UNEQUAL RELAXATION TIMES (T =1= r) 

In this case it is possible to obtain exact solutions for 
only a few physically interesting forms of the function 
r(t). 

1. Abrupt step, r = 0 at t < 0 and r = ro at t 2:: O. This 
field corresponds to the solution of (1.11) at r = const 
= ro, satisfying the condition (1.12) at to = 0, i.e., 

X=xsat+ (i-xsat ) exp (-6,tl2) (cos xt+ :: sin xt) , (3.1) 

The relaxation thus has an oscillatory character only if 
r~ > 15~/4. We note that this condition does not coincide 
in the general case with the saturation condition r~ 
> 15T15T. At 15T :::; 415 T the oscillations appear before the 
saturation does (this is true, in particular, for the limit
ing case of a rarefied gas, when 15T = 15 T/2, and all the 
more when 6T = 6T ). In the other limiting case 6T :::;;:. 6T 
(the relaxation time within the line is much shorter than 
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FIG. 5. Relaxation of the population in the field of an exponentially 
decreasing short pulse (.1.tp« l/o~;) in the case of non-coinciding re
laxation times (T *' r). 
the lifetime of the excited state) the oscillations are ex
cited only in the case of strong saturation. 

2. Smooth step, rising from zero like ~exp(0x.t;2), 
with arbitrary steady-state amplitude r co = Bo r Ill: 

ret) =B''>r/2 (HBexp (-lIrt) )"'. (3.3) 

It is useful here to introduce new variables: 

T)= S rexp(-6rt)dt, v(T)=(x-i)exp(6,t), 6r=6T-6" (3.4) 

after which (1.11) takes the form 

v""+exp{2I1rt(T) }v=-exp{6.ct ( T)}, 6.c =26T-6,. (3.5) 

For the function (3.3) we have 1/ = (1 + Bexp(-ort))l/2 
and (3.5) takes the form 

" ( B )' _ ( B )6.c/ 6r 
v" + -- v-- -- . T)'-i T)'-i (3.6) 

The solution of the corresponding homogeneous equation 
is known (see [21]). Solving (3.6) with its aid and then 
changing over to x, we obtain 

B' 
X= 1 + -b h (cos b1jJ S sin b1jJ sh' 1jJ d1jJ-sin b1jJ S cos b1jJ sh' 1jJ d1jJ) , 

s '1jJ (3.7) 
b=(B'-i)"', 1jJ=Arsh (exp (6rt) IB) 'I., q=~= 6TH, . 

6 r 6T -6, 

Thus here, too, the excitations are excited only when 
Ircol > IOrl/2. In particular, at 0T ~ 0T (q -1) and 
under the initial conditions (1.12) we have2) as to _-00 

x""sinb1j:/bsh1jJ=exp( -M/2)sinb1jl/( IBI-i/IBI )'" 

andato T =30 T (q=2) 

(3.8) 

B' [ ( b1jl' b ' 
x=i- B'+3 i- sinz ) /(zsh1jl)]. (3.9) 

3. Steeper step, increasing at zero like exp(30 r t) 

r= 6rB exp (36rt) (3.10) 
2(i+e"r') l'i+B'+e'6r' 

Equation (3.5) with this r(t) and the variables (3.4) takes 
the form 

V"+(~_i)V=_(~_i)6.cI'6r 6.c=26T-II" (3.11) 
" sh' 2T) sh' 2T) , 

where 21/ = sinh-l(B!v'l + exp(20rt). In analogy with the 
two preceding cases, this equation has an oscillatory 
solution only at r!., > o~/ 4 (B2 > 1). It is easy to verify 
that this solution is 

Ysh2T) -- B' '.cl"r 
V= -b- [cos b1jl S sin b1jl Ysh2T) (-, - - i) dT) 

sh 2T) (3.12) 
__ (B2 1I.L/2br 

-sinb1jlScosb1jll'sh 2'l ---i) dT)l. b=l'B'-i, 
Sh221] 

where l/J = % In Itanh 1/ I. In particular, for the case 
0T ~ 0T' converting again to x, we obtain3) under the 
initial conditions (1.12) and as to - - 00, 

( sh 2T) ) 'I, ,i 
x"" sh2T)0 cosb1jl=[H.exp(26Tt)]-"cosb1jl, T)o=zArshB. (3.13) 
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Comparing (3.13) with (3.8) we can see that a more 
abrupt turning on of the field (3.10) corresponds also to 
larger oscillations: at B2 ~ 1 their maximum amplitude 
in (3.13) is ~1/-v'27T+1 ~ 0.37, as against ~2/31T ~ 0.2 
for (3.8). For an abrupt step (see Subsec. 1) the maxi
mum amplitude of the oscillations in (3.2) is equal to ~ 1. 

4. Exponential pulses, r = roexp(oEt). Making in 
(1.11) the change of variables 

v=(i-x)exp(6,t), 

we reduce this equation to the form 

"+ (A ) v,' (6E ). II, liT (3.14) v, e-a --;;-+v=- -6 , a=.E' ~=-. 
" r, 1) 6E 

Solving this equation and reconverting to x, we obtain 

x=1-sm -«[8m H. m(s)+C,J",(6j +C,Y",(6)], (3.15) 

where m = %(1 + a - (3) = %(1- 0p/OE)' Jmm and 
Y (~) are Bessel functions of the first and second kind, 
a~ sll m(~) is the Lommel function[32 J, defined as , ~ ~ 

8 •• ",(6)= ~ [Ym (6) S z'J",(z)dz-Jm (6) S z'Y",(Z)dz] , ,(3.16) 
, , 

which satisfies the recurrence formula 

(3.17) 

U sing the expansion 4) of s Il, m ( 0 [22J 

8 •. m (6) =6'+1 ~ (-i)n (..L) 2n r('/2([1+m+1» r('I,([1-m+1» 
...::... . 2 r('I, ([1+m+2n+3» r('/2([1-m+2n+3» 
n~' (3.f8) 

(i.e., sll,m(~)Cm-1[(1l + 1)2 - m2 ) -1 as ~ - 0), and 
taking into account the known expansions for Jm (~) and 
Ym(O, we find that at 0E > 0 (increasing field pulse) 
and under the initial conditions (1.12) the constants Cl 
and C2 in (3.15) vanish as to - -co, i.e., in this case we 
have 

(3.19) 

When one of the quantities Il ± m (in our case, f3 or 
a + 1) is a negative odd number, the definition (3.18) be
comes meaningless, and it is necessary to use another 
Lommel function SIl,m(0[22J instead of s(O. It is very 
useful if one of the quantities Il ± m (i.e., f3 or a + 1) is 
an odd positive number; then S( 0 is a series with a 
finite number of terms 

SmH.m(S)""'P(s) =sm+>-,_[ (m+~-i)'-m']sm+H 
+ [ (m+~-i) '-m'] [ (m+~-3) '_m2]6mH-'_.. .• m='!2( 1 +a-~). 

(3.20) 

This yields simple formulas describing the relaxation 
at integer odd f3 or a + 1. We present several particular 
cases (we assume that the conditions (1.12) are always 
satisfied for ° E > 0 as to - _·co). 

a. At 0E = 0T (f3 = 1, P = ~a/2) 

x=r(y+1) (2..) ':',(s)=exp( -6,t) J, (2 exp (6Tt) ). r(y+1) , (3.21) 
S 2 6T (ro/26T)' 

where y = 0/20 T = T/2T "" 1; in particular, at T = 2T 
(y = 1) (limiting case, rarefied gas) we have 
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in particular, at {)7 = %{)T (y = %) we have x 
= 4[1- Jo(~)]/e, and at {)7 = {)T/3 (y = Ys) we have 
x = (sin a/2))2/a/2)2. 

c. The case () E »() 7 (0' - 0) (the condition () E »() T 
is not obligatory here), with the aid of which we can 
describe the relaxation in the case of rapid growth of the 
field amplitude. From (3.20) and at 0' = 0 we obtain 
p = ~(/3-1)/2, whence 

( ~+1 ) (2 (,-1)/' 
x""r -2- --;-) 1(0-0)/2(£). 

" 
(3.23) 

The presented solution can, of course, be used to des
cribe the relaxation in the field of a pulse of finite dura
tion, terminated at some instant of time tr. After the 
termination of the pulse, the system is described by Eq. 
(1.1) with initial condition X (tl) = X(tl = 0), i.e., 

x (t;;.t,) =1- [1-x(t,) lexp[ -6,(t-t,) I. (3.24) 
'-

d. Rapidly decreasing field pulse turned on abruptly 
at the instant t = 0; {)E < 0, I{)EI »{)T (10'1 « 1), but the 
condition 1/31 « 1 is not obligatory. Assuming, just as in 
Subsec. c, that 10'1- 0 and P = ~(/3-1)/2, we obtain in 
the case when Irol »{)T/2 and to = 0 

x"" - -[/m(s) Y m-' (£0) - Ym(£)lm-, (£0)], ( £ ) m-. n£o 
£0 2 

(3.25) 

i.e" x R< exp(-{)~tl2)cos( ~ - ~ 0) at 1 ~ I > m; when the 
instant tl at which r ~ {)T/2 (~ ~ m) is reached, i.e., at 
tl ~ (1/{)E)lnl{)T/2rol, the population relaxes practically 
exponentially like exp(-{)7t), in accordance with (3.24). 
This process is illustrated in Fig. 5 for the case tl 
» 1/{)~. 

e. At {)E = {)T/2 (0' = 2, P = [~-2(/3 -1)/~] ~({3-1)/2, 
see (3.20)), we have 

2(1-,"() 1-,"( 2 ('-3T1/" 

x= 1r [ 1-r (21) ( ""1) 1(I-2Y)1"(£) ], ,"(=6,/26T; (3.26) 

for example, at {)7 = {)T/2 (y = 7'4) we have x 
= 6(1 - sin ~/O/~2. 

The solutions for 0' = 4, 6, etc. and /3 = 5, 7, etc. are 
obtained in similar fashion. 

f. The solution (3.15) takes on a simpler form if Iml 
is a half-integer and Jm and Ym can be expressed in 
terms of trigonometric functions. In particular, at 
m = 1/2 (i.e., 0' = /3 and consequently {)T = ()T)' we obtain 
the solutions indicated in Sec. 2, Subsec. 6. We can ob
tain analogously the solution in all those cases when the 
ratio I{)r/{)EI is an even number. For example, in the 
case 0E = 0r/2, i.e., m = -1/2 (this corresponds at 
0T > 0T (y < %) to a riSing pulse and at 0T «° 7 to a 
falling pulse), we obtain a relation similar to (2.14), 
where q = o/OE must now be replaced by q = 1 + 0' = 1 
+ 0T/OE = (1 + 2y)/(1 - 2y). 

In the case 0E = -or/2, m = % (this pulse is the 
mirror image, as a function of the time, of the preceding 
pulse), taking into account the known relations for J31z(O 
and Y3/2(~) as well as the recurrence formula (2.16), we 
obtain in the notation of (2.15) 

X=1-~1 [a£'-·I._,(£)-£-·I.(£)], a=~=~. (3.27) 
a- IlE 2'"(-1 ' 

5. A small perturbation ~ (t) of arbitrary form is 
superimposed on the constant field amplitude roo If the 
perturbation is small (~2 « r~), then we obtain from 
(1.11) an equation for y = x - Xsat (see (3.21)): 

(3.28 ) 
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whence, e.g., for a periodic perturbation ~ = -rm cosnt 
we obtain under the condition r~ » o~/ 4 the steady
state value 

(3.29) 

where ~n = n - K (K and Xsat are taken from (3.2)), i.e., 
the system has near the frequency K a resonance of 
width 0~/2. It is interesting that the amplitude of the 
population oscillations at resonance, rmoT/rOo~, can ex
ceed the value of the dc component Xsat due to the sta
tionary saturation (i.e., the population can assume nega
tive values), whereas the depth of the initial modulation 
is small; this calls for the condition rm > 0To~ /ro. 

6. We present in conclusion an approximate solution 
for the deviation of the population from the equilibrium 
value x = 1 under the condition that r(t) is much smaller 
than the saturation value, r2 « 0T07' Since the popula
tion deviates little from equilibrium in this case, i.e" 
Ix -11 « 1, we obtain, expressing (1.11) in the form 
r-1DT[r-1D7 (1 -x)] R< 1, 

1-x""'/,exp(-Il,t) [(S rexP(IlTt)dt) ~XP(-Il.1.t)+Il.1. fexp(-IlTt) 

, (3.30) 
x (S rexp(IlTt')dt' r dt], 1l.1. =2Il T--Il" 

and in particular, at 07 = 20T and under the initial con
ditions (1.12), we have 

1-x""I/,exp(-2IlTt) (i reXP(IlTt)dt), (3.31) 
t, 

CONCLUSION 

We have obtained for the description of the relaxation 
of the populations of a two-level system (with two char
acteristic relaxation times) in a strong nonmonochrom
atic field a differential equation of third order with var
iable coefficients, the values of which are determined 
by the instantaneous values of the field frequency and 
amplitude. When the frequencies of the field and of the 
transition are equal, this equation reduces to a second
order equation and can be solved exactly for an arbitrary 
amplitude of the field envelope at equal relaxation times, 
and for certain envelope shapes at different relaxation 
times. The number of situations for which an exact cal
culation is possible can be greatly increased by joining 
together several functions r(t) for which the solution is 
known. 

At equal relaxation times, oscillations of the popula
tion are excited. Their instantaneous frequency is equal 
to the reduced field amplitude at the given instant, and 
their amplitude increases with increasing rate of change 
of the field. The maximum amplitude of the oscillations 
is clol3e to the equilibrium value in the case when the 
characteristic time of field variation is shorter than the 
relaxation time. For a pulse of finite duration, the total 
number of oscillations is . proportional to the integral of 
the field amplitude, If the pulse length at the saturation 
level is small in comparison with the relaxation time, 
then the exponential tail that follows the oscillatory reg
ime is a periodic function of this integral. 

These properties of the relaxation of a two-level sys
tem make this system, in a certain sense, an absolute 
instrument for the measurement of the pulse amplitude 
integral, and even of the instantaneous values of the 
amplitudes (inasmuch as the duration of each spike is 
~t ~ 21T/r(t)). At the same time, by using radiation 
pulses of known power we can determine the character-
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istics of the system (the dipole moment and the relaxa
tion time). 

Relatively strong population oscillations are excited 
also when the field amplitude goes. rapidly through zero, 
in w?:ich case the oscillation amplitude is proportional to 
Irl-1 21r = O' 

At unequal relaxation times, qualitative differences 
from the case of equal times appear mainly at small 
field amplitudes. In particular, if the relative field am
plitude is smaller than 0r/2 = (oT - oT)/2, then the os
cillatory relaxation regime does not set in at all; when 
the field amplitude varies slowly, the oscillation fre
quency equals (r~ - o~/ 4)1/2. The population oscillations 
can be excited in a field weaker than the saturating field 
(rsat = -I0T/o T ) if 0T < 40 T • The oscillation growth 
increment is given by o~ /2 = (oT + 0T)/2. The same 
quantity determines the width of the resonance of the 
system relative to weak oscillations of frequency close 
to (r~ - o~/ 4)1~ in a strong field with constant amplitude 
ro; the population difference can become negative in this 
case even if the perturbations are relatively weak. 

The obtained exact solutions are not only of indepen
dent interest, but can serve as a basis for the calculation 
of approximate relaxation regimes of two-level systems 
in the general case, and in particular for the determina
tion of the behavior of relaxing systems in a strong 
spontaneous field. 

The author is grateful to Y. M. FaIn, S. M. Rytov, and 
S. G. Rautian, and also to T. I. Kuz net sova, E. I. 
Yakubovich, L. I. Gudzenko, and Yu. E. D'yakov for a 
discussion of the results of the work. 

1) As is well known, the first experimental observation of the effect 
dates back to 1926. 

2)We note that in (3.8) we have x -+ 0 as t -+ 00, although ret) < 00. The 
reason is that at 8T » 8r the oscillator condition r~ > 8 :/4 cor
responds to very strong saturation (r~at = 8T8 T « 8:), so that Xsat 
drops out in the approximation (3.8); its value is determined from 
(3.2). 

3)See the preceding footnote. 
4)With the exception of the case when one of the numbers 11 ± m is odd 

and negative, in which case (3.18) becomes meaningless. 
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